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Read these stories and more on the Guidon website!

OPSEC success starts with individual awareness
The COVID-19 global environment hasn’t stopped adversaries from probing 
U.S. defenses. The threats are real and growing across the globe. Adversaries 
require intelligence to accomplish their objectives, which is why operations 
security is essential to support the Army’s efforts to deter aggression, dominate 
adversaries and win the nation’s wars.

Fort Leonard Wood Marines bid farewell to Rizzo, 
welcome Long
Fort Leonard Wood’s Marines said farewell to Col. Ralph Rizzo and welcomed 
Col. Charles Long, who took command of the Marine Corps Detachment here 
in a change-of-command ceremony July 17 at the John B. Mahaffey Museum 
Complex’s Engineer Regimental Room.

Fort Leonard Wood AAFES, FMWR amenities  
reopening, updating risk-mitigation measures
Fort Leonard Wood senior leadership are continuing to work at finding ways 
to reopen as many community amenities as possible while retaining necessary 
COVID-19 mitigation protocols.

Fort Leonard Wood firefighters train for the worst  
to be the best 
A cloud of black smoke was visible around the installation for about an hour 
today as the Fort Leonard Wood Fire Department conducted flammable  
liquids training at their fire and rescue training area near Forney Airfield.
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Eating sustainable is about choosing foods that are healthy not only for our 
bodies but for our environment as well. We want to ensure that not only do we 
have enough food, but that future generations also have access to a variety of 
healthy food choices. The General Leonard Wood Army Community Hospital’s 
Nutrition Care Division has some tips to start your path to sustainability.

Eating for a sustainable world

Story ideas? Submit them to guidoneditor@myguidon.com.

Installation Ice House team produces a valuable  
commodity during Missouri’s summer heat
Soldiers training in the heat of summer on Fort Leonard Wood rely on a small 
team of fellow service members assigned to the Directorate of Plans, Training, 
Mobilization and Security. Each day, this team manufactures more than 6,000 
pounds of an extremely important commodity: ice.

Meet GLWACH’s new commander, born and raised in 
the Show-Me State
Col. Aaron Pitney may be new in his role as the General Leonard Wood Army 
Community Hospital commander, but he’s not new to Missouri – it’s where 
he grew up. He’s now back in the state that reminds him of “home, family and 
familiarity.”

What’s for dinner?
This week, General Leonard Wood Army Community Hospital Nutrition Care 
Division intern Danellie Moore shares a recipe for a simple, vegetarian version 
of Fettucine Alfredo.

SFL-TAP recognizes National Hire a Veteran Day
July 25 is known annually as National Hire a Veteran Day, and the Fort  
Leonard Wood Soldier for Life-Transition Assistance Program staff regularly 
put veterans and employers together to do just that – get veterans hired.

Fort Leonard Wood chaplains reflect on 245 years of 
the Chaplain Corps
The U.S. Army Chaplain Corps celebrates its 245th birthday July 29. Accord-
ing to Chaplain (Col.) Gregory Walker, Fort Leonard Wood’s senior chaplain, 
the Chaplain Corps, like the Army, was founded in 1775 and is older than the 
nation itself.
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